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What is 

Imperial 

Obelisk?

Imperial Obelisk $IMP is a 
cryptocurrency on the ERC20 
blockchain that applies a 
redistribution fee and a 
developmental fee in each 
transaction. Each transaction with 
$IMP will reflect back towards 
holders. This incentivizes holding. 
Our goal is to soar to the sky and 
become the best community in the 
crypto world.



Why play 

Imperial 

Obelisk?

Breakthroughs in the Gaming world are rare nowadays. With 
Imperial Obelisk, we do not aim to subvert trends that have 
proven to be loved by the Gaming community, but instead to 
refine and reshape Gaming with the use of seamless NFT 
integration. We are aiming to create an immersive resource 
gathering, world exploring and crafting experience by taking on 
elements of games such as Minecraft, Decentraland and Terraria 
and combining them to create the ultimate indie adventure 
experience powered by NFTs.



Why invest?

*

*triple-a.io

In 2020 alone, Crypto Games generated gamers a worldwide 
revenue of $321.000.000. This was before this year’s bull 
market run and subsequently it’s NFT bull market run. In the 
growing space of crypto gaming, the upside for all investors is 
immense.



Imperial 

Obelisk’s 

Tokenomics

$IMP has unique tokenomics that allow investors to gain 
passive income just by holding. $IMP’s tokenomics can be 
highlighted by the following: 

-1 Quintillion total supply (All on Uniswap) 
-5% Developmental/Marketing fee 
-5% Redistribution fee to holders 
-Liquidity locked for 208 days! 
(https://team.finance/view-coin/0x42A0D24Cb5c423EAAF92
6cE3984aAfF0C4ff6FE2?name=Imperial%20Obelisk&symb
ol=IMP)

We’re not shying away from our Meme influences with our 
outlandish supply however we believe having all of our 
supply available to our community is what sets us aside from 
other Crypto Gaming projects.

https://team.finance/view-coin/0x42A0D24Cb5c423EAAF926cE3984aAfF0C4ff6FE2?name=Imperial%20Obelisk&symbol=IMP
https://team.finance/view-coin/0x42A0D24Cb5c423EAAF926cE3984aAfF0C4ff6FE2?name=Imperial%20Obelisk&symbol=IMP
https://team.finance/view-coin/0x42A0D24Cb5c423EAAF926cE3984aAfF0C4ff6FE2?name=Imperial%20Obelisk&symbol=IMP


Is the token 

needed?

As fellow crypto investors, we hear the phrase “Token not 
needed” quite a lot. What it usually refers to is a token lacking 
utility or being useless in the context of the product that it 
stands for.

With Imperial Obelisk, our token $IMP is essential for those 
wanting to rapidly expand their monument collection. $IMP is 
required for the purchase of 20x20 plots in our 20000x20000 
world map. $IMP is also required for ingame staking and for 
equipment upgrades.



So how does 

it all come 

together? 1/2

$IMP will be used to purchase 20x20 land plots which will 
grant a player access to all the resources and monsters within 
that 20x20 plot. The players will purchase the plots with 
$IMP from OpenSea in the form of a 200x200 pixel that is an 
upscaled version of the surface of the 20x20 plot purchased. 

The player will only be aware of the land type, climate, 
temperature, humidity and NPC count of each plot. These 
attributes will determine the types of resources and NPCs that 
the players will encounter in these plots. 

Depending on the resources collected, players will be able to 
fuse said resources together and form a monument. The 
monument type depends on the resources that the player uses.



So how does 

it all come 

together? 

2/2

For example: if a player uses 3 Sand Flasks, 10 Egyptian 
Fortune pieces, 10 Oasis Water flasks and one Pharaoh’s 
Amulet he can craft the “Pyramids of Giza”. 

On another note, if a player purchases a 20x20 plot with hill 
terrain on and comes across that terrain’s resources, he can 
craft “King Arthur’s Castle”.

Crafting each of the 20 monuments allows a player to 
combine them to form the “Imperial Obelisk”, an NFT that 
resets the player’s progress on the skill tree but grants him 
increased APY staking and access to in-game cosmetics and 
rewards.



Beyond the 

Game

We want to make Imperial Obelisk into an 
all-encompassing experience. As such, we plan to release 
merchandise and real-life trinkets in the future that can be 
redeemed by players with the corresponding in-game 
achievements. 

Alternatively, those who have not completed said 
achievements can still purchase the merchandise with 
$IMP at a discount or with Ethereum at full price. 



Crowdfunded 

Liquidity

$IMP’s community took it upon themselves to add liquidity at
Unprecedented rates! As of September 30, 2021, $IMP has around 
56%
Of the liquidity locked and the other 44% coming from holders
Themselves. This makes $IMP unique to many other coins 
nowadays
As it shows just how much everyone believes in the project!



Upcoming 

Tasks

-Links updated to etherscan

-Contract audit

-Coingecko, coinmarketcap listings

-Begin process for more Unity devs

-1000 $IMP holders!

-Begin work on & release the first ever $IMP NFTs


